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Abstract

A new MHD model is used to investigate the effect

of the pressure anisotropy on the internal kink (m=l)

mode instability in a Z-pinch. A normal mode analysis

of perturbed motion of an incompressible, collision-

less and cylindrical plasma is performed. A comparison

oC the derived stability criterion with that of ideal

MHD is made. The conclusion is that the stability cri-

terion (rrB2)'<0 can not be fulfilled without violation

of the fire hose condition l>0, where I=1-(P#-Pi)/B2.



1. Introduction

The compression and confinement of a cylindrical

plasma by intrinsic fields acting on the current flowing

in the plasma, with the current flowing in the Z-direction

of a cylindrical configuration, is a concept called

Z-pinch. This configuration consists of closed circular

magnetic field lines surrounding the magnetic stagnation

line which lies along the Z-axis. Extrap [l] is a con-

figuration in which the Z-pinch is immersed in an

external magnetic octupole field introduced Cor sta-

bilizing purpose. It is, therefore, of interest both

theoretically and experimentally to investigate the

stability of a pure Z-pinch, without external magnetic

field.

According to the energy principle of ideal MHD

theory the internal kink modes are always unstable.

These unstable modes are localized to the central region

of the Z-pinch, because the stability criterion [2~\

(rB2)'^=o, is violated there. Therefore plasma equilibria

with a magnetic stagnation line have the characteristic pro-

perty of being unstable, independent of the current density

profile. They are of the "kink ballooning" type, i.e. they

grow in the vicinity of the stagnation line (m=l) and

have arbitrarily small wave lengths along it (k-* °°) Jj£J .

Unlike the global modes, which are believed to be stabi-

lized [j4,5j by, e.g. ';,he good curvature of the magnetic

field lines and a small pressure gradient, the ballooning

modes are independent of geometry and boundary conditions.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the

behaviour of the internal kink modes in a collisionless

model with anisotropic pressure. It is assumed that



the pressure can be anisotropic, which is essential

for a fusion plasma with low collisionality. The main

difference between the adopted model and ideal MHD theory

is that in the forms no perturbation occurs parallel

to the field lines, i.e. in conformity with as the

assumptions made by Friedberg [6] , so that the propagation

of sound waves is excluded. The suppression of these

waves, however, has no effect on our results. This

is because incompressible Alfven waves are the source

of the phenomenon under consideration.

In connection with the study of the m=l ballooning

modes of ideal MHD, it is suggested that the finite

ion Larmor radius (FLR) may have a stabilizing effect

in collisionless plasma [Lehnert 1967:7]• B u t before

carrying out this study, it is interesting to consider

tne effect of pressure anisotropy alone on the internal

kinks. To determine this, we consider a cylindrical

Z-pinch with circular cross section. The set equations

and equilibrium relations are formulated in Section

2. The linearization appears in Section 3. The WKBJ approx-

imation is given, and the stability criterion is derived

in Section 4. The final part of the paper, Section 5, gives

an outline of the results and conclusions.



2. Basic equations

Our collisionless, anisotropic MHD equations are

[S] (setting M =1)
o

the continuity equation

(|£ • 7-(NV)=0 (D

the perpendicular momentum equation

(2)r dv _ _ ,-,
[miN d T = J x 3 " V'PJ f

the incompressibility

V-V = 0 (3)

the energy equations

dt

dP,r

dt

. o

= 0 ( 5 )

the induction law

— + VxÉ = O (6)
at

Ohm's law

E • VxB = 0 (7)



Faraday's law

VxB = J (8)

and the flux conservation law

V«B = 0 (9)

where m.N is the mass density, V the ion fluid velocity,

J the current density, B the magnetic field, E the

electric field, and P the pressure tensor defined

by

P..-P
1 Bi Bj (10)

6. . , Px and P(l are the unit tensor and the pressure

perpendicular and parallel to the local magnetic field,

respectively.

Since in our model all perturbations are constrained

to be constant along the field lines, the <p-component

of momentum equation need not be used.

We assume static equilibria, obtained by setting

— = 0 , and 7=0:
3t

JxB = V'P

= J

V'B = 0 (11)

Here we study a cylindrical Z-pinch with a circular

cross section and a magnetic stagnation line along the

Z-axis, where all equilibrium quantities are functions



of r only.

The magnetic field is purely poloidal; B=B(r)e and the

current density J=J(r)ez, where e~ and ez are unit

vectors.

The radial equilibrium relation now becomes

-pi
= 0

B2 ,
BB1 • — + P,

r
(12)

where the prime denotes derivative with respect to r.

Eliminating E by using Ohm's law, the induction equa-

tion becomes

3B
—
31

(13)

Also eliminating J with the help oV Faraday's law

and manipulating the following identities

Bx(VxB) = ^ VB2 - (B*V)B (14)

= VP, + (B«V ^|)B + ^ (
B2 B2 (15)

the momentum equation becomes

m i N dt - 0 (16)

where the total pressure f =

AP =

Px • f^, and - 1 - AE
B2



After using the condition of incompressibility and flux con-

servation law, the induction equation takes the form

3Bff = (B«V)V - (V«7)B (17!



3. Linearized equations

The linear stability is determined by considering

a small deviation from the quantities in the plasma

equilibrium state and neglecting the second and higher

order terms.

Assuming a time dependence of the linearized per-
B

turbations of the form exp(iu)t), setting B = p and

the capital and small letters characterize equilibrium

and perturbed quantities, respectively; we obtain

(iwn + W N =

V«v = o

> (18)

iupv + VTT - o(B*V)B- E(b«V)B - Z(B»V)b - (B'Va)B

- (b*vZ)B - (B.VZ)b=O

io) PL + VVPJL = 0

iui pl( + v«VPH = 0

id) b = (B'7)v - ("v«V)B

Fourier decomposing the 9 and z dependence by assuming

perturbations x expi(kz+m<p ) and replacing the parallel

momentum by V*V=O, the final equations become



B2

icopv- + ir* + o — - irngZb- + 26IbfO = 0
<P

f (rvP)' * f v, • iKvz = 0

ia)pv7 + iKir' - im$Zb7 = o

i(op1 • Pxvp - O

P,.v
II r

- imgv = O
r r

- imBv + r6 v = 0

iu)bz - im3vz = O

(19)

The set of equations (19) can be reduced to a second

ordinary differentia

and arbitrary K of the form

order ordinary differential equation in v , for m=l

f(r,iD,k)Vp + g(r,u),k)vr + h(r,a>,k)vr = 0 (20)



where

10

B 2 r 3 ( P H - P , ) - p r 5 B 2 K 2 - 2 p r V ]u>2
+r2B6( 1 T 2 K 2 )o ™ •*• o o

P i ) ( r 2 K 2 - 2 ) + r 2 B 2 ( P ) , - P i ) 2

>JB -4P.p r I B K + 6 p o r

4P^rB2(Pn-P i)-2P>(P,,-P1)2-p;rB' l(r2K2
+2)-P^r3B4K2 +

3(pJ-P^)-9P1P,,(PB-P1)-B2(Pn-P i)
2(r2k2

• 2rK2[(P3
rP

3)-B4>rVK4QB2-(P, l-P i)]

- 3rK2(PH-P1)[2P|,P,+B2(Pw-Pi)]+rK2B6

•(21)

x

where P =m^N is the unperturbed density.
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For studying small wavelength (k+oo) internal modes,

however, we are, as will be apparent from the discussion

in Section 4, only interested in the coefficient of

vp itself, of the form

v^+K2a(r,o))vr = 0 (22)

which is simplified to

a = pw* - !_!! LL + g 2 z

where a=f/h.
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1. Stability criterion

The stability analysis deduced within ideal MHD

theory predicts that the internal kink (ballooning)

modes m=l localized in the region close to the magnetic

stagnation line of Z-pinch are always unstable. Further-

more, the small wave length ballooning modes (k->- °° )

are the fastest growing of these modes [9].

by:

The Kadomtsev criterion for stability is expressed

52)'<O (24)

or, by using the equilibrium pressure balance:

(25)

Our investigation is based on the WKBJ method
for large K. Assuming a solution v^=eiKJ cp(r,w)dr t o

equation (22), we find the two solutions f= ± /a .

The solutions are oscillatory if /a (r, u) is real.

Therefore, the spectrum is defined by a (r,a))>0. Conse-

quently our analysis reduces to calculating the coeffi-

cient of v .

We find from Eq. (2 3) that, u>' for stabi-
2 " r

lity. From this by setting <*> ̂ 0, we obtain the stability

criterion, provided that Z>0

>ZB2)' N<0 (26)
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Substituting Z and the equilibrium relation, Eq. (12),

in the above condition, it becomes

r(P;,+P')*B2-(P)|-Pi)^O (27)

The growth rate of the instability is then given by

Y=(P,,-Px)-B
2-r(Pt', + Pl) (28)

For isotropic pressure the criterion (26) thus reduces

to the stability condition (24) of the ideal MHD theory.



5. Summary and Conclusions

To summarize, the condition for stability of the

Z-pinch resulting from the energy principle of the ideal

MHD theory indicates that the configuration is always

unstable to the internal kink mode (i.e. m=l). This

is characteristic for plasma equilibrium in the central

region with the current density being non-singular on

the magnetic stagnation line.

The present normal mode analysis of an anisotropic

plasma uses the WKBJ technique to give an approximate

solution suitable for the analysis of the small wave

length ballooning modes. The result of the stability

analysis is then given by Eq. (26), which generalizes

that of ideal MHD theory. In the isotropic limit

P,, =P L =P our stability criterion thus reduces to the

Kadomtsev criterion.

In conclusion, the criterion (r ZfT) ̂ 0 can be

satisfied, but not simultaneously with the fire hose

condition Z >0. The discrepency arises due to the inhomo-

geneity of the plasma. Further studies should demonstrate

whether or not the inclusion of ion gyro radius (FLR)

terms in the model will result in parameter regions

where the internal kink modes can be stabilized.
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